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Abstract

One of the biggest problems faced regarding images in various fields is the generation of

meaningful description for the image i.e. caption for the image. The images are being used for

numerous purposes with major on the web however they had to spend a great share of their time to

generate a proper and accurate description for the image. This makes it very complex as the machine

has to learn from the datasets and then describe the objects, activities and the places. The fact that

humans can do it quite easily for small sets but fail when the number of images is more. This make it a

rather interesting challenge for deep learning algorithms. The applied approach for the image caption

generation would be based on long-short-term memory networks (LSTM) and recurrent neural

networks (RNN). Such network model allows to select the next word of the sequence in a better

manner. In this paper, Python is used to form this caption generating platform with the help of

TensorFlow library which can easily generate the LSTM model for a given images. In this research

work, machines are trained by deep learning approach. To improve the efficiency of the caption

generation, the training has to be quite deep with more sample images. Additionally, detailed analysis

is done on the improvement which can be brought to implement by including Beam Search in it.
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1. Introduction

With exponential development in the multimedia in-

dustry, the increase in the image data, on and off the web,

has seen rapid growth. Thus, the work on image related

areas is currently one of the major fields of work. Image

caption generation and retrieval are still emerging re-

search areas and development scope for these fields is

quite wide. The image caption is a popular problem

where the aim is to come up with the best description for

all the features and actions that are there in the image.

There have certain developments and research in this

field using deep neural networks (DNN) but most of them

do not accommodate hidden layers and so lack efficiency

and accuracy. All these researches accommodate the use

of an artificial neural network (ANN) but have not achi-

eved better results.

The image captions were used in a diversity of appli-

cations, such as, (i) Image captions were in practice to

define imageries to blind persons or for those with little

vision and depends on sounds /texts to designate a sight.

(ii) Another good example is in web development. It is a

worthy exercise to deliver an explanation aimed at some

image which looks scheduled the page so as to an image

could read or perceived as contrasting to objective seen.

This is leading to web content accessibility.

Since the time machine learning has come to play it

is highly used in image caption generation field. But sim-

ple machine learning models without additional tech-

niques are simply not sufficient for the requirements out
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there for image caption generation. Long short-term me-

mory (LSTM) approach can prove to improve the accu-

racy to if implemented along with recurrent neural net-

work (RNN) which makes it capable of identifying and

learning long-term dependencies present in the model.

This was the modification which has improved the abil-

ity of the machine learning program to predict better re-

sults through LSTM units which are composed of smaller

cells, and input, forget and output gate. LSTMs are well

suited for various important functionalities including

processing predictions and classification. Also, LSTM

overshadows other methods like RNN and hidden Mar-

kov models and others in image caption generating ap-

plication due to relative insensitivity to gaps. Beam Search

is also a modification currently not focused much but has

a significant improvement in the image caption genera-

tion application. Therefore, authors focused on depicting

the benefit that it can provide to the application just by

adding this to predict even deeper results.

This paper is aimed at a beam search algorithm for

improvement in image caption generation. In section 2,

the related work in image caption generation is ad-

dressed. In section 3, the theory and proposed work are

discussed which is followed by the implementation of

proposed model in section 4. Section 5 is result discus-

sions of the proposed models and methods of image

caption generations. To conclude, the conclusion is pre-

sented in section 6 which is followed by future work in

section 7.

2. Related Work

In the modern-day, with developments being made

in the field of artificial intelligence, authors are seeing an

increase in the number of problems from real-world sce-

narios that can be tackled with the help of deep learning.

Automatic caption generation of images is one such ap-

plication that is slowly being popularized in today’s world.

The main challenge behind this task is to efficiently com-

bine artificial intelligence techniques involving both com-

puter vision as well as parsing of natural languages. One

such method that researchers wish to implement to effi-

ciently combine these two fields is the implementation of

a deep recurrent architecture that has been successfully

utilized in existing image caption generators [1]. A deep

recurrent neural network involves the units of the net-

work being connected to each other in the form of a di-

rected cycle, thus exhibiting temporal behavior of a dy-

namic nature wherein internal memory can be efficiently

utilized to process any random input sequence, thus ma-

king this kind of network suitable for the real-world ap-

plications like voice recognition and image captioning

[2]. To delve into the appropriate structuring of such a re-

curring network, the researchers have researched the 2-

directional mapping that is bound to be involved between

the images themselves and the sentence-based descrip-

tions authors wish to generate in with the help of this net-

work [3].

One of the most relevant architectures currently be-

ing used for automatic image captioning is the CNN-

LSTM (long short-term memory) architectures that have

been frequently used on popular datasets such as Mi-

crosoft Common Objects in Context (MCSCOCO) to

generate captions across visual spaces [4]. Another field

of the survey to tackle the task of the generation of an-

notations for images would be to classify the currently

existing methodologies based on their point of views

used in conceptualizing the problem, such as models

that focus on image description as a retrieval problem

versus the models that view image description as a gen-

eration problem across the visual representations or mul-

timodal space [5]. Su Mei Xi [6] propose a framework

which produces sentential comments for general pic-

tures. Under the state of the new unlabeled picture dis-

tricts, authors ascertains the restrictive likelihood of each

semantic catchphrase and comment on the new pictures

with maximal contingent likelihood. Investigations on

the Corel picture set demonstrate the viability of the

new algorithm [6].

Additionally, cascade recurrent neural network (CRNN)

for picture subtitle generation is proposed. Unique in re-

lation to the traditional multimodal recurrent neural net-

work, which just uses a solitary system for removing uni-

directional syntactic highlights, CRNN embraces a cas-

cade network for taking in visual-dialect associations

from forward and in reverse headings, which can abuse
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the profound semantic settings contained in the picture.

In the proposed system, two implanting layers for thick

word articulation are developed [7]. To enhance the exe-

cution of image caption generation Dong-Jin Kim [8]

proposed a technique in which transfer learning CNN is

used in sentences and portrayal image features with deep

Fisher Kernel. With this, the generation of sentences is

done using gLSTM and with good efficiency in perfor-

mance. Chunting Zhou [9] consolidate the qualities of

the two structures and proposed a new model called C-

LSTM for sentence formation and content classification.

C-LSTM can catch both local highlights of expressions

as well as additional worldwide and transient sentence

semantics. The results demonstrate that the C-LSTM beats

both CNN and LSTM and can achieve astounding exe-

cution on these tasks [9].

Likewise, it is also proposed the utilization of LSTM

to join diverse features. Also, it made utilization of the

rule that LSTM hidden layer hubs can remember, and

gather the features removed from each model as contri-

butions of a movement of LSTM [10]. Martin Sunder-

meyer et al. [11] connected the LSTM neural system en-

gineering to two languages modeling tasks. This system

compose is particularly appropriate to language display-

ing as in principle it permits the correct displaying of the

likelihood of a word succession. Yansong Feng et al. [12]

is focused on the task of naturally producing caption for

pictures, which is vital for some image-related applica-

tions. Reference [13] gives a general review of the light

beam search (LBS) philosophy and applications. LBS

empowers an intelligent investigation of different target

choice issues because of the introduction of tests of a

substantial arrangement of non-dominated focuses, to the

decision-maker (DM) in every iteration. Reference Yong-

fei Shen et al. [14] utilize CNN and LSTM models to cre-

ate picture description. Be that as it may, it is proposed

that an enhanced LSTM demonstrate, a bidirectional

LSTM. Aghasi [15] discussed most of the current works

which utilize long short-term memory (LSTM) as a re-

petitive neural system cell to tackle this undertaking. He

presented a model that can naturally create a pictorial de-

piction and depends on an intermittent neural system

with changed LSTM cell with an extra door in charge of

picture features.

There are two distinctive approaches to play out the

undertaking of picture captioning. These two types are

fundamentally recovery-based strategy and generative

technique. A large portion of work is done because of re-

covery-based strategy [16]. Language models have cus-

tomarily been generally assessed of relative frequencies,

utilizing tally insights that can be extricated from enor-

mous measures of content information [17]. Su Mei Xi et

al. [18] proposed a novel framework which produces

sentential explanations for general pictures. First of all, a

weighted component grouping algorithm is utilized on

the semantic idea bunches of the picture region. For a

given bunch/cluster, authors decide applicable relevant

factual conveyance and relegate more noteworthy weights

to significant highlights as contrasted with less applica-

ble highlights [18]. Image-based web index is the proce-

dure of seeking data by utilizing related pictures [19].

Additionally, these units can be distinctive sorts of RNNs,

for example, a basic RNN and an LSTM. Via preparing

regularly utilizing NeuralTalk1 stage on Flickr8k data-

set, without extra preparing information, also it shows

signs of improvement results than that of ruling structure

and especially, the proposed show outperforms Google-

NIC in picture subtitle age [20].

3. Theory and Proposed Work

The major objective is to generate real-time caption

for any input image in a single pass and ensuring the ac-

curacy of the result by training the machine with good

datasets. The researchers would make the machine to

generate a suitable caption from the images based on the

learning that authors feed into it. Deep learning concept

with the use of recurrent neural networks would be quite

useful and a big dataset would be required to provide

learning to the machine. The process contains a series of

sub-processes that would be learning through the data-

sets, providing the input and then generating the caption

from it. Ultimately, authors are going to compare the ac-

curacy in the results that are predicted from the two ap-

proaches one with beam search and another without beam

search.
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In this proposed work, authors are first taking the

dataset from Flickr8k datasets. These datasets are then

first passed through a feature capturing model which

captures the feature of each image and start generating a

model for producing a caption for the image. To generate

the model the program reads each image and its feature

in details and try to compare with other images if possi-

ble. These images have a predefined caption with are

given in the datasets and the model tries to read and learn

from these captions and features of the images. After

training the dataset it sees the accuracy of the model by

applying it to any random trained images. And then the

model is ready for testing. This model is the given differ-

ent varieties of images for testing whether the model is

giving the proper output/caption for images or not. The

broad architecture of the project can be divided into two

separate parts one of which is the LSTM part and the

other is the Beam Search Algorithm. The detailed de-

scription for each of the module is as follows.

3.1 LSTM Architecture

In the above diagram, the lowest layer consists of

the words of the caption that are to be predicted and the

layer are the word embedding vectors for every word

that are present in the caption. The topmost layer is the

outputs from the LSTM model which are probability

distributions that are there for the next word present in

the caption so that the best caption is outputted as the

result. The model is trained to minimize the negative

sum of the log probabilities of each word. In the second

approach, authors added a beam search algorithm to in-

crease the accuracy and compare the results. This is

shown in Figure 1.

3.2 Beam Search

Beam search is a heuristic finding algorithm that in-

vestigates a chart by growing the most encouraging hub

in a restricted set. Beam search is an advancement of the

best-first hunt that diminishes its memory requirements.

A beam search (Figure 2) is regularly used to keep up

tractability in huge frameworks with the lacking measure

of memory to store the whole inquiry tree. For case, it is

utilized as a part of numerous machine interpretation

frameworks.
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Pseudocode for Beam Search:

1. Start

2. Define sequence of the words in caption

3. Walk over each step-in sequence

3.1 For every row in the data:

3.1.1 For every candidate update possible can-

didate sequence and score

3.1.2 Order all the candidates by score

3.1.3 Select the best k predictions

4. Return top k predictions

4. Implementation of Proposed Model

The implementation is done using Python environ-

ment along with the help of TensorFlow which is a ma-

chine learning library useful for machine learning pro-

grams. The model generates the basic caption through

the aid of the LSTM and RNN implementation with In-

ceptionV3 which is a pre-trained model for Keras and

eases the computation as implementation is performed

on a CPU machine to extract features from training which

is time-consuming. Also, InceptionV3 based image en-

coding which is the previously generated captions is fur-

ther improved by Beam Search which checks the previ-

ous layers for the best captions. InceptionV3 is the best

implementation as compared to others like VGG16 which

is the most basic and the slowest. In this work, research-

ers have tested the image for different index values of the

Beam Search algorithm. In the implementation, authors

focus on getting the top 5 predictions based on the score

for every image given as input. The researchers are also

analyzing the change in the caption for different values

of k as well starting with the value k = 3 to k = 7. The fol-

lowing are the images along with the captions generated

using normal implementation and through-beam search

based implementation.

5. Result Discussions

The researchers validated the improvements and

working through accuracy and loss scores obtained from

the implementation. The machine was trained for 50 EP-

OCHS and the results shown below are taken from this

trained machine. Both accuracy and loss are good met-

rics that can tell us the performance of the trained ma-

chine. Greater the accuracy better are the results as com-
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pared to the original ones. Similarly, the loss is the loss of

the required data that should be there in the results but is

missing. Both these metrics can be improved by training

the machine for a greater number of EPOCHS.

The results (Table 1) obtained by both the appro-

aches were quite different. The results varied quite a lot

due to the difference in accuracy and loss of the trained

model in both the approaches. The accuracy is more in

the implementation of the beam search algorithm and the

loss was quite less even in 1 EPOCH while it was more in

the normal implementation for 4 EPOCHS. The reason

for this is the Beam Search which is quite helpful for the

application of image generation as the image generation

model are usually Recurrent Neural Networks and gen-

erating the best captions require the selections of best

nodes by comparing the previous layers. Beam Search

checks the previous layers of the neural network and

then select the best result from the previous layers which

would best suit the image.

The analysis shows us that Beam Search has signifi-

cantly improved the results of the implementation. These

experimental observations prove the importance of Beam

Search in the image caption generation application.

Also, with beam search authors can even decide the

number of hidden layers it should traverse back so that

even for small computing devices, this application can

be applied with almost the same accuracy. Overall, the

prediction through-beam search is a better caption gener-

ated keeping in mind the natural language processing as-

pects in any caption which is the major requirement for

human-readable captions and which is not focused by

other machine learning and neural network models.

Deep learning-based image captioning methods are

limited to categorize on learning methods of supervised,

reinforcement, and unsupervised learning. The method

is congregated by reinforcement learning and unsuper-

vised learning. Typically captions are engendered aimed

at an entire prospect in the image. Though, captions can

also be produced for dissimilar regions of dense caption

imagery. Image caption methods are limited to either un-

assuming encode-decode building. In the maximum of

the image-caption methods, LSTM is used as a language

prototypical.

6. Conclusion

In this work, authors conclude that image caption

generation task can be simplified with the help of deep

learning concepts of deep neural networks. The Show

and tell the algorithm that incorporates the concept of

long short-term models prove to be beneficial in simpli-

fying the task to generate captions. Also, the conclusion

can be drawn that the accuracy and the loss are directly

and indirectly proportional respectively to the extent of

training. Thus, it can be concluded that Beam Search can

highly improve the efficiency of image caption genera-

tion as is very helpful for this application and does not in-

crease the complexity of the project as well. As a whole

Beam Search with recurrent neural networks and long

short-term model is one of the best implementations of

image caption generation available till date. The basis

for this conclusion is the gradual change in accuracy for

the same number of EPOCHS for both the approaches.

For human preferable captions, it is necessary to have a

broad idea about the long-term dependencies that can

play a vital in modulating the ultimate caption that is

generated. And hence, it can be easily concluded with

proof that LSTM, Beam Search and RNN is very suitable

for any real-time applications and can provide users with

the results that they can directly accommodate into their

daily applications. This application can be applied in

various other applications as a subpart which can aid the

host application by improving its feasibility, functional-

ity, and usability by any general user. Some of the future

applications that can accommodate caption generation

are photo management through captions, real-time news

caption, a caption for lifelogging/vlogging, and aiding

blind people medical image caption for diagnosis.
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